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Abstract
Nowadays, many companies use a program to model their event logs. A benefit of modeling event
logs is being able

to atalyze the processes recorded in the event logs. There are many methods available

for modeling event logs, all of which only store activities and not their relations. Other than that, these
methods have different model shapes, so matching process models directly is difficult. This paper
proposes a graph-based approach for modeling parallel business processes that can match the result

of

this approach and that of another method, which is based on linear temporal logic (LTL) control-flow
patterns. Parallel business processes contain not only XOR and AND relations but also OR relations.

A

graph-based approach was chosen because gfaphs store both activities and their relations. Other models

can be converted into graphs for comparison purposes. The experiment conducted in this research
showed that the graph-based method can model and match parallel business processes successfully.
Furthermore, the pattern-matching of the graph-baspd method can determine the matching percentage
a

of

model instead of assigring a value in the range of one to four as the matching function in Neo4j does.

Key Words: Control-flow pattern, Neo4j, Graph database, Pattern matching

1. Introduction

An event log contains information about processes stored in a system [1]. The information
stored in an event log includes the time of the activities, resources that executed the activities,

and the names of the activities. This information can be used for the purpose of problem
discovery and for process analysis

121.

ln other words, an event log is a tool for

analyzing

executed processes and locating problems that occur in them.
Because a large amount

of information is stored in an event log, process analysis can be

facilitated by process discovery. Process discovery affanges the information contained in an
event log into a process model so users can more easily evaluate the process. Process
discovery is a process mining method that is used to solve problems in various fields such
business

[3]-[5], fraud [6]-[8] medicine t9l-i101 and advertising [11]. Existing

as

process

discovery algorithms use various types of models and only store activities based on event logs,
not their relations.

This paper proposes a graph-based approach for modeling and matching parallel business
processes. Parallel business processes contain

XOR, OR, and AND relations. The pattern-
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Table 1. Example of an event log
Number

of

Execution Time

Case

GE01
GE01
GE01
GE01

2/5/20175:04
2/5/20177:30
2/5/20177:50
2/5/201712:00
2/6/20178:30
2/6/20178:35
2/6/20179:05

Ship Dock
Document Checking
Storage Container

Delivery Goods
Ship Dock

GE02
GE02
GE02

Document Checking

matching of the graph-based approach can convert the results of other algorithms into a graph
model and match the results with a graph model from the graph-based approach. The result
used for comparison in the matching process is based on

LTL control-flow patterns.

The evaluation in this paper compares pattern-matching of the graph-based approach with

the matching function in Neo4j. The pattern-matching of the graph-based method can
determine matching percentages of models instead of the range of one to four obtained by the

matching function in Neo4j.

2. Related Works
2.1 Graph Database

A graph

database is a database that consists

ofa number ofgraphs [12]. The structure of

the data looks like a directed graph in a mathematical approach. Graph databases are NoSQL
databases. Compared

to SQL databases there is little difference except that SQL databases

have rows, while graph databases have entities.

The point of using a graph database is to solve problems that cannot be solved in tabular
databases, such as having too many relations. To obtain data that have deep relationships,

often the user needs to write very complex SQL queries. Furthermore, analyzing a graph
database

it is much

are very

difficult to

shown

easier for the user

to

see the pattern relations between activities, which

see when using a tabular database.

An example of a relational database is

in Table 1, where Number*olCase, Activity_Name,

and Execution-Tirne are

attributes. The example is about processes in a port. Number_olCase records case numbers

of port

processes, Activity_Name records activities which executed

in

each case, and

Execution_Time records start time of each activity.

In a normal relational database, the connections between records are not determined. To
represent these, a new column that contains previous activities of certain recorded activities
needs to be added to the table. Addition of new column consumes more memory usage and

time. A quicker and easier method

is to use a graph
‑1604‑
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Fig. 1 Graph database structure

structure alld can also deine tlle colllleCtiOns be加

ecn records automttically.Wit13out,摯

addition ofa nぃv column,a graph database can foln the relations be● Ⅳcen recorded events.

A8raph dttabasc tt ofvc■ ices

and nodes.Fig.l shows an exalnple of a graph th江

was lllade from tlle data st■ lctllre in Table l alld added the NEXT relations between the
activities,A node is a point tlltt contains a1l ofthe infoll.lation about an ottc∝

,whilC Vertices

are represcntations of the rclations bemeen Ottccts.Otller than tllat,graph datあ

ases also

havc more iexibiliサ in treating tlle data than SQL databases.In an SQL database,ifa row of
data nceds to bc inscltcd,a table must be irst created and if an element of some data nccds to

bc expanded,the table must be edited.Ⅳ [eanwhilc,in NoSQL tllere is no such thing as
creating a table;the representation ofthe data is vew flcxible.

2.2 Linear Temporal Logic eTL)
Lincar tcmporal logic is a modal temporal logic with modalities referring to time[12]‐

[13].It iS Created from constants such as true andね lse,the combination of atomic
propositions,temporal capital operators,and logical operators(―

→,V,￢

)・

Declare template is a tcmplate tllat utilizes Lillear Temporal Logic(LTL)to dcSCribe
gencral relationships between activities[14].Exal■ ples of declare templates call be seen in

Table 2.Declarc tcmplatcs are uscd by the Declarc Mincr algoritlm[14]to genCratc a model
using event log data.The model is a graph tllat reprcsents tlle relationships dcflned in the a

declare template.In Table 2,Chain Responsc(R,Z)means that if R appears,the following
activiサ at that point is Z.Exclusivc Choicc(RZ)means tllat R or Z will bc recorded in the

process bllt both activitics cannot be recorded in tlle samc process.
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Table2. Examples of Declare Templates
Declare Template

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)

Chain Response (R,Z)

n(R+O(Z))
(0(RVZ) At(0(RAZ)))

Exclusive Choice (R,Z)

// LTLXORSPLIT
new fileWriter - LTLXORSPLIT.csv
fi leWriter. append(FILE_I{EADER)
for i:0 in a1l LTLXORSPLIT
print LTlXORSplit.get(i).get(0) + -> +1
for j-1 in aII LTLXORSPLIT.get(i)
print LTLXORSplit.get(i).get( )
fileWriter.append(LTLXORSplite.

get(i). get(0))

fi IeWriter. append(LTLxORSplite. get(i). get(i

ifj !: Size LTLXORSplit.get(i)

-

))

1

print,YENYEN
println )
fileWriter.close

//LTLXORIOIN
new fi leWriter

:

LTLXORJOIN.osv

leWriter. append(FILE_F{EADER)
for i:0 in all LTLXORJoin
fi

+(
j:l in all LTLXORIoin.get(i)

Print
for

print LTLXORJoin. get(i). get( )
fi

leWriter. append(LTLXORJoin. get(i). get(i ))

fi leWriter. append(LTLXORJoin. get(i). get(O))

ifj !: Size LTLXORJoin.get(i)

-I

print/YENYEN
println ) -> O( + LTLXORIoin.ge(i).get(0) + )
fileWriter.close

/i LTlSequence

:

new fi leWriter LTlSequence.csv
fi leWriter. append(FILE_HEADER)

println LTlSequence
for i{ in all LTlSequence
println LTlSequence.get(i).get(0) + -> O( + LTlSequence.get(i).get(l) + )
for.l:6 in all LTlSequence.get(i)
fi leWriter. append(LTlSequence. get(i). get( )
fileWriter.close

Fig. 2 Pseudocode for converting LTL to CSV

3. Research Method
3.1 Change Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) to Graph Model
Several steps are involved in modeling linear temporal logic as a

gaph in Neo4j. First,

LTL has to be changed to CSV data because Neo4j can only read CSV files. The pseudocode

for converting LTL into CSV is shown in Fig. 2. The first step is making a new CSV file.
Then, get all activities from each relation and input them into a
name.

‑1606‑
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// for Detecting XORSplit
LOAD CSV WITH HEADERS FROM "fileJllLTLXORloinCase.csv' AS line
MERGE (n:load { Case ID:line.Number_of_Case, Name:line.Activity-Name}) WITH COLLECT(n)
AS activities

FOREACH (m IN RANGE(O, SlZE(activities)/2-1) |
FOREACH (prev IN [activities[m*2]l
FOREACH (next IN [activities[m*2+1]l
MERGE (prev)-[:XORIOIN {relation:"XOR Join"}]->(next))))
I

I

// for Detecting XORJoin
LOAD CSV WITH IIEADERS FROM "file,lllLTLXORSplitCase.csv" AS line
MERGE (n:load { Case_ID:line.Number_of Case, Name:line.Activity_Name }) W1TH COLLECT(n)
AS activities
FOREACH (m IN RANGE(0, SlZE(activities)/2-1) |
FOREACH (prev IN [activities[m*2]l
FOREACH (next IN [activitieslm*2+l]l
MERGE (prev)-[:XORSplit {relation:"XOR Split"}]->(next))))
I

I

// for Detecting Sequence
LOAD CSV WITH I{EADERS FROM "file:lllLTLSequenceCase.csv" AS line
MERGE (n:load { Case ID:line.Number_olCase, Name:line.Activity_Name }) WITH COLLECT(n)
AS activities

FOREACH (m IN RANGE(0, SlZE(activities)/2-1)
FOREACH (prqv IN [activities[m*2]l
FOREACH (next IN [activities[m*2+1]l
MERGE (prev)-[:NEXT {relation:"NEXT"}]->(next))))
I

I

I

Fig. 3 Pseudocode for converting a CSV frle to a graph model

LOAD CSV with headers FROM "sourcefile.csv"
AS line
Merge (:Activity {CASE_ID:line.Number_of,Cases,Name:line.Activity_Name,StartTime:line.Execution-Time })

// Connect the Activity
Match (c:Activity)
WITH COLLECT(c) AS Caselist
TINWIND RANGE(0,Size(Caselist) - 2) as idx
WITH Caselist[idx] AS sl, Caselist[idx+1] AS s2
match (b:CaseActivity),(a:CaseActivity)
WHERE sl.Caseld: s2.Caseld AND sl.Name: a.Name AND s2.Name: b.Name
MERGE (a)-[:NEXT {relation:"NEXT"}]->(b)

Fig. 4 Pseudocode for converting an event log to link lists

The next step is to change the CSV data into a graph model in Neo4j. First, load the data

into Neo4j and model the relationships using the methods shown in Fig. 3. Each activity with
an odd id in the CSV data is read and cormected to the next activity with an even id.

3.2 Modeling an Event Log in a Graph Model
The first part is modeling the event log into a link list. In this part, the relations in the
graph

will

be modeled directly from the event log into a

link list in Neo4J by means of the

pseudocode in Fig. 4. The following method creates a sequence relation from all activities in
the CSV data.

If the same activity occurs with a different Case-ID, it will not be created.
‑1607‑
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//information

ir: incoming relation
or: outgoing relation
/i for XOR SPLIT relation
Match n-(Next)->a
Where n.or > I and (a.ir and a.or) : I
Merge n-(XORSplit)->a
Retum distinct XORSplit, n.name, a.flame

// for XOR JOIN reiation
Match n-Qllext)->a
Where (n,or and n.ir): I and a.ir > 1
Merge n-(XORJoin)->a
Return distinct XORJoim, n.name, a.name

l/ for AND SPLIT relation
Match n-(Next)->a
Where n.or > 1 and a.ir > 2
Create n-(ANDSPLIT)->a

Return distinct AND, n.name, a.name

// for AND JOIN relation
Match n-(Next)->a

n.ir: 1 and a.or > I
Create n-(ANDJOIN)->a
Return distinct AND, n.name, a.name
Where

Fig. 5 Pseudocode to repair the model

The next step is to create the relations in a business process model that are

XO& O&

and

AND. After the model has been generated, the next step is to classiff the relations, because
the generated model has ontry NEXT in its relations. Fig. 5 shows the pseudocode to do so.
The graph-based approach in Fig. 5 makes an XOR Split relation

if

relations at the previous node is more than one and the number

of incoming and outgoing

the number of outgoing

relations of the next node is equal to one. An XOR Join relation is determined

if the number

of incoming and outgoing relations at the previous node is equal to one and the number of
incoming relations at the next node is more than one. An AND Split relation occurs

if

the

number of outgoing relations at the previous node is more than one and the number of
incoming relations at the next node is more than two. Lastly, an AND Join relation occurs

if

the number of incoming relations at the previous node is one and the number of outgoing
relations at the next node is more than one.

3.2 Pattern Matching

After the graphs are obtained, they are compared by pattern matching. In this paper, the
pattern matching used in the graph-based approach is derived from the Brute Force Algorithm
and is compared with pattern matching by the phonetic text (Soundex) procedures in Neo4j.
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I

I

get the string value

from graph

MATCH p:0-[r:NEXT]->0

resuit : collect(properties(r))
apoc.util.md5(result)
finalresult

:

RETURN finalresult
// Compare the string
If (finalresult l: fi nalresult2)
then NOT SIMILAR
else

SIMILAR

Fig. 6 Pseudocode for encrypting the graph

CALL apoc.text.phoneticDelta('Stringl','String2')
// will retum'4' (if identical)

// will retum '3' (if similar)
// will return '2' (is differ)

ii

and

will return'l'(if verydiffer)

Fig. 7 Pseudocode to compare graphs using phonetic text procedures

START n:node(*) MATCH (n)-[r]->(m) RETURN n,r,m;

Fig. 8 Pseudocode for hnding nodes and all their relationships

First, the graph is encrypted using APOC so

it is turned into String md5 form

and can be

compared as shown in Fig. 6. Based on Fig. 6, the function examines all relations with the
label NEXT and produces a mdssum of all properties of the found nodes using the md5sum

to produce a md5sum hash. To get the results in the correct order, the nodes are sorted by a
property value that is both defined for each node and unique.

For the comparison between methods, the phonetic text procedures in Neo4j are used.
This allows the user to calculate the Soundex encoding of a given string and display the result

in a range between one and four. To compare how similar two strings sound, the algorithm in
Fig. 7 is used, which shows the query to call the phonetic text procedures.
Pattern matching using the phonetic text procedures in Neo4j shows the result only in a
range of four values, i.e. (a) identical, (3) similar, (2) different, and (1) very different. For
pattern matching in the graph-based approach, the matching percentage of both graphs must
be computed. First, all nodes and all relationships are discovered based on the pseudocode in

Fig. 8. Variable n and variable m denote the nodes and variable r denote the relationship.
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II IAVA COMPARISION

: BufferedReader(csvfromlTl)
while (linel : br.readline) !: null
nodel : linel.split(",")

new br

nodefroml [a] : nodel [0]
relationl [a] : nodel [1]

nodetol[a]:nodel[2]
new cr

:

a++
BufferedReader(csvfromEventlog)

while (line2 = cr.readline) !: null
node2 : line2.split(",")

: node2[0]
:
relation2[a] node2[]
nodeto2[a] : node2[2]
nodefrom2[a]

a++

for c:0 to a
compare(nodefroml,nodefrom2),(relationl,relation2),(nodeto
match++
print percentage: (match/a) * 100 %

l,nodeto2)

Fig. 9 Pseudocode for determining matching percentage

After the nodes and the relationship have been obtained, the result is converted to CSV
form using a built-in function of Neo4j. Then, the similarity of the obtained $aphs in CSV
form is calculated using paffern matching, as shown in Fig. 9. The pseudocode in Fig. 9 reads
two files as input and converts them to strings. In contrast with pattern matching in Neo4j, it
converts the relations and the activities separately and compares them.
Pattern matching based on the graph-based approach reads CSV data from both files and
converts them to strings for the input using the

',' character to split it into substrings.

Three

strings are obtained, i.e. node from strings, relation strings, and node to strings. The business

process model from tlle event log is inserted into nodefroml,rclationl,琲
business process model from

LTL is inserted into nodefrom2, relationZ,nodeto2.

The next step is looping for n*m times (n is the total number of relations in the event log
and m is the total number of relations in LTL). Each of the iterations

will

compare the node

from, relation, and node to strings for each business prooess model. The beffer they match,
the higher the matching percentage

will

be. The program

will

stop when

all iterations have

been done.

4. Result and Analysis
This experiment used several traces that are formed into 2 kinds: Linear Temporal Logic

(LTL) syntax and an event log. These kinds were processed by the graph-based approach

and

the result is described in Table 3. There are five activities in traces of XOR relation and in
traces of OR relation. Then, traces of AND relation only uses four activities. The relations
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Table 3. Result of graphs from LTL and event log by proposed method
from Evemt

Relations

XOR

籟

聾
:お

∫

鼈

ゴ

the graph from LTL and the relations of the graphs from the event log are similar for all
relationships: XOR relation, OR relation, and AND relation.
Those graphs in Table 3 were compared using phonetic text procedures in Neo4j. The result

of the phonetic text procedures is shown in Fig. 10. Those graphs are converted into strings
and those strings were compared. From the comparison results using the phonetic text
procedures in Fig. 10, it can be seen that the

LTL graphs

and the event

log graphs using

the

same case had a matching value of 4, which means they are the same models.

The results of phonetic text procedures are distinguished in four levels. The levels are 4 for

identical models, 3 for similar models, 2 for models with few differences, and 1 for models

with many differences. Table 4 shows a result from phonetic text procedures with various
levels. Both in the case
procedures return
cases

of one different label or two different labels the phonetic text

a'similar'result, i.e.3. Thus, the matching result is less detailed

because

with different numbers of labels are considered to have the same level of difference.
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// Result String from LTL
XOR : eaacaaad9c'l 558573c5be

I 8 1 ee

1

fe4c8

ec50cc6 1 49
OR : a7c3 f95b6aa07 e4d69 6ddl2a4c49 1 a7 a

AND : 459bel99efal3264ba64a1

// Result String from Eventlog
XOR : eaacaaad9c7 558573c5be1

eelfe4cS
1 49
OR : a7c3 D5b6aa07 e4d69 6ddl2a4c49 I a7 a

AND

8I

; 4 59be199 efal3264ba64a7 ec50cc6

ll

Comparation Result
(Same)
(Same)
OR: 4 (Same)

XOR:4
AND:4

Fig. 10 Comparison result
Table 4.Result ofPattcⅡ l卜fatching usillg Phonetic Text Procedllres
Result
4 (same)
4 (same)
4 (same)
1 (very different)
I (very different)
I (very difterent)

XOR vs XOR
AND vs.AND
OR vs OR

XOR vs.AND
XOR vs.OR
OR vs AND
XOR vs XOR with l difcrcntlabcls
´dヾ D vs ´口ヽD、 vith 2 difbrcnt labcls

3(similar)

OR vs OR with 3 differentlabcls

2(littlc diffcrent

3(similar)

Table 5. Result of pattern matching with the graph-based approach
Result

Matching

100%
100%
100%

XOR vs,XOR
´aヾ D vs AND
OR vs,OR

XOR vs.AND
XOR vs.OR
OR vs AND
XOR vs.XOR wi■

l difcrcnt labcl

ANID vs.ANI)、 vith 2 diffcrcnt labels
OR vs.OR with 3 diferent labcls

50%
3333%
3333%
90%
750/0

70%

Pattern matching of graph-based approach determines difference percentages between two
graphs. With the same data that is processed in Table 4, the result by graph-based approach is
shown in Table 5. In Table 4, the results of pattern-matching in Neo4j, the range of similarity

between the two graphs

with one different label and that between two graphs with two

different labels are the same. However, in Table 5 the matching percentage of the graphs with
one different label is higher than that of the graphs with two different labels.

It

can be

concluded that pattern matching with the graph-based approach is more accurate than the
pattern matching in Neo4j.
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5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a graph-based approach for modeling and matching parallel
business processes. Parallel business processes contain

XO& O&

and AND relations. The

evaluation conducted in this research showed that pattern matching using the proposed
method resulted in a matching percentage

of

100%

if the

same model was compared. Pattern

matching with the graph-based approach is also superior to the pattem matching function in

Neo4j. This is because the pattem matching of the graph-based approach can determine the
percentage of similarity instead of using the range from one to four that is obtained by pattern

matching in Neo4j. In this research, the pattern-matching of the graph-based approach could

only be used with an event log that was generated from a CSV file. In a future work, the
proposed method

will be adapted,

so event logs in a different format can also be used.
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